2209 Warralily Boulevard, Armstrong Creek

2209 Warralily Boulevard, Armstrong Creek
Sold 14/02/2020 $685,000
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CURRENT BID $652,500 - 2 x Quali ed Bidders Final bidding stage closes Monday 10th February
2020 at 5:15pm Contact Brock Grainger 0427 855 157 immediately to become quali ed and avoid
disappointment. The property has not met reserve. Openn Negotiation is an auction conducted
online that allows exible terms for quali ed buyers and the property can sell as early as tomorrow.
Big, beautiful and nearly new, this family home enjoys the kind of light lled living and parkland
proximity that tops the wish list. O ered over two levels with plentiful space to relax, work and play,
the oor plan is ideal for everyday living and easy entertaining indoors or out. Downstairs features
multiple living areas including a sunny front lounge with a tree lled outlook. There is also a
generously sized open plan kitchen, dining and family area. A third adjacent living space makes the
ideal playroom and overlooks the private fully fenced gardens. The extensive kitchen is a home
chef’s delight with ample storage; quality appliances; and a walk-in pantry. Outdoor dining and
winding down is a breeze on the undercover patio. Upstairs the master suite has leafy views over the
park; a sunny balcony; an en-suite; and walk-in robe. Three additional bedrooms, a study nook and a
family sized bathroom are also on this level. Ducted heating and refrigerated cooling throughout
guarantees all year round comfort. While extra touches such as plentiful storage; garden shed, and
an automated irrigation system add to the liveability. You will love the contemporary, neutral décor
and the impeccable presentation leaving you with nothing to do but move in and start living. Nature
lled walkways at the front door leading to playgrounds and community spaces are a bonus as is the
convenient location perfectly positioned for easy access to the Bellarine, Surf Coast and Geelong.
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